I. INTRODUCTION
Transmission scans provide attenuation maps for SPECT image reconstruction with attenuation correction. Attenuation correction is important in SPECT, particularly when quantitative accuracy is desired. Some transmission measurement technologies require sequential emission and transmission data acquisition; others allow simultaneous acquisition of emission and transmission data. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] If the transmission and emission projections are acquired simultaneously, the transmission source must emit photons with photon energies different from the energies of the primary emissions of the radioisotope or radioisotopes being imaged. Otherwise, emission and transmission data cannot be distinguished. High-quality transmission scans can also provide an anatomical representation to localize abnormal tracer uptake. State-of-the-art combined SPECT/CT systems provide excellent transmission images; 9 however, these systems cost more than conventional SPECT systems. For many applications such as in cardiac imaging, SPECT-camera-based transmission images are sufficient for attenuation correction purposes. These kinds of transmission data generally contain low-count photon measurements and the attenuation maps have to be reconstructed from low-count ͑noisy͒ transmission data. Therefore several iterative algorithms have been developed to handle the statistical noise. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In this paper, we propose a new simple iterative reconstruction algorithm, which is very similar to the emission ML-EM algorithm in form. Due to its simplicity, it is easy to implement and fast to compute each iteration. The algorithm also always guarantees non-negative solutions. Comparisons with other algorithms ͑convex, 13,21 gradient, 21, 22 and ML-EM with the logarithm of measurements, 15, 23 henceforward called logMLEM in this manuscript͒ through computer simulation and real phantom studies show that the proposed algorithm is as good as others, performs better in some cases, and handles the statistical noise well.
II. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
Many iterative algorithms [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been developed for transmission tomography. Some of them are approximate and some of them are Bayesian. Compared with the emission EM algorithm, 10 they are more complicated to compute. In this paper, we propose a new and simple reconstruction algorithm for transmission data that is similar to the emission EM algorithm.
The well-known emission ML-EM algorithm 10 is expressed in the following:
where p j is the measured emission projection, x i is the estimated radioactivity in image pixel i, and a ij is the known coefficient that represents the contribution of image pixel i to projection bin j. Here ͚ k a kj x k old is the projector in the algorithm, and the summation over j is the backprojector.
Equation ͑1͒ may be rewritten in the additive form:
where the objective function F is defined as
and the step size s e is
The function F in Eq. ͑3͒ becomes a conventional weighted least-squares objective function if the weighting factor w j is 1/ j 2 where j 2 is the variance of the measured projection p j . Therefore, the emission ML-EM algorithm can be treated as an algorithm that minimizes the weighted least-squares objective function ͑3͒ using ͚ k a kj x k old to approximate the Poisson projection data variance j 2 at each iteration. For transmission data, let the projection model be q j 0 exp͑−͚ i a ij i ͒, where q j 0 is the projection ray count ͑or flood͒ before entering the object, and i is the linear attenuation coefficient for pixel i. Let q j be the measured transmission projection, and a ij the length of the segment of ray j within pixel i.
We now propose a transmission algorithm similar to Eq. ͑1͒:
Here q j 0 exp͑−͚ k a kj k old ͒ is the projector in the algorithm, and the summation over j is the backprojector. Algorithm ͑5͒ can be rewritten as an additive form:
can be further expressed in a gradient type algorithm with the objective function G:
where the objective function G can be shown as
where w j is
and the step size s t is
For transmission Poisson data, the variance of q j can be approximated by either q j or q j 0 exp͑−͚ k a kj k old ͒. Therefore, the objective function ͑8͒ is a form of weighted least-squares with the weight of 1 / j 4 , which is approximated by the reciprocal of q j q j 0 exp͑−͚ k a kj k of zero in the denominator of Eq. ͑5͒, a positive constant ⑀ can be added as in the following:
The derivation of the transmission algorithm ͑11͒ is ad hoc, and we do not yet have a proof of the convergence of Eq. ͑11͒. However, the additive form ͑7͒ of the algorithm is of gradient type. Therefore the algorithm is able to minimize the objective function ͑8͒ if the iteration step-size is small enough. To realize a smaller step size, the relaxed algorithm of Eq. ͑11͒ can be expressed as
where ␣ is a user-chosen relaxation parameter with 0 ഛ ␣ Ͻ 1. The multiplicative form ͑11͒ is simple and as easy to implement as the emission EM algorithm. Besides its simplicity, algorithm ͑11͒ or ͑12͒ has other desired properties. First, the results of the algorithm are always non-negative. Second, the objective function, hence the solution, is weighted by the reciprocal of the approximate variancesquare of the Poisson projection data. For the rest of the paper, we will refer to the algorithm in Eq. ͑12͒ as TEMF ͑transmission algorithm in emission-MLEM form͒.
III. COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES
Three different computer-generated phantoms were used to characterize and compare TEMF with other algorithms. The transmission data were simulated with a parallel projection configuration. Noiseless projection data were first generated by an analytical formula, then Poisson noise was added into them. Three phantoms are shown in Fig. 1 . The numbers on the phantoms represent the attenuation coefficients ͑cm −1 ͒ over the surrounding area. Using these phantoms, four different situations were simulated: very lowcount ͑I 0 =12͒, relatively low-count ͑I 0 =30͒, relatively highcount ͑I 0 = 200͒, and noiseless data. I 0 is the mean count per detector bin in the blank scan. A NCAT phantom was also used for generating both transmission and attenuated emission data to study the effect on the resultant SPECT emission reconstruction. The NCAT phantom is shown in Fig. 13 .
From the simulated transmission projection data, the three phantoms were reconstructed using four different methods: TEMF ͓␣ was set to 0.5 and ⑀ was set to 2 in Eq. ͑12͔͒, convex, 13,21 gradient, 21, 22 and logMLEM methods ͑the emission ML-EM algorithm applied to the logarithm of the trans- mission data͒. 15, 23 The logMLEM algorithm and its orderedsubset version have been used by many groups even though it incorrectly treats the log-converted transmission sinograms as Poisson-distributed data. 19, 23 The convex and gradient algorithms are shown in Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑14͒, respectively. The convex algorithm:
The gradient algorithm:
where L͑͒ is the log-likelihood of the observed photon counts and defined as
where c is a constant. Figure 2 shows reconstructed images of phantom 1 ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ at the 6th and 20th iterations in the absence of statistical noise. The images in the first column were reconstructed by TEMF, and the second, the third, and fourth by convex, logMLEM, and gradient methods, respectively. The images at the 20th iteration show that TEMF and logMLEM produced good images clearly separating the three cold discs, whereas the convex and gradient algorithms could not separate them. ͑Approximately 100 iterations of the convex algorithm were required to separate them͒. The processing time for one update was 117.1, 212.8, 117.4 and 212.6 ms ͑Pen-tium 4 CPU 3.40 GHz͒ for the TEMF, convex, logMLEM, and gradient algorithms, respectively.
A. Studies with noiseless data
The results from phantom 2 experiments also showed similar effects ͑Fig. 3͒. TEMF clearly separated all nine discs, whereas the others produced nine discs with dark shadows connecting them. In terms of separating those discs and image contrast, TEMF produced the best image. Another erroneous feature in the images reconstructed by the convex and gradient algorithms is the four dark areas in the areas surrounded by four cold discs. They were most obvious in the images reconstructed by the convex and gradient methods, while they were not noticeable in the images produced by TEMF and logMLEM.
In the experiments with phantom 3 ͑Fig. 4͒, TEMF clearly separated the four discs with good contrast and clear edges while convex and gradient methods produced a little blurring especially around the edges of the discs. The convex and gradient methods yielded two artifactual bright areas at the center of the images that were not observed in images reconstructed by TEMF and logMLEM. Figure 5 shows the line profile of each reconstruction.
B. Studies with very low counts "I 0 =12…
We have also studied the cases with very low-count transmission data: each detector bin in the blank scan contained an average photon count of 12 ͑I 0 =12͒. In very low count experiments with phantom 1 ͑Fig. 6͒, the logMLEM algo- rithm distorted the three cold discs until hardly recognizable and apparently connected to each other. In images reconstructed by TEMF, convex, and gradient algorithms, the three discs are recognizable as such. TEMF showed clear separation of the three discs even at the sixth iteration. Similar results were observed in the experiments with phantoms 2 and 3 ͑Figs. 7 and 8͒.
In the experiments with phantom 3 ͑Fig. 8͒, logMLEM produced images in which four discs are hardly separable. They are blurred and mixed with each other. This result will be clearly shown in the next sections where mean estimation values over several regions of interests will be presented. The other algorithms clearly separated four discs and kept their circular shapes. Figure 9 shows the line profile of each reconstruction.
C. Mean estimation values and normalized standard deviations
As an additional assessment of image quality, we compared mean estimation values and noise index ͑a noise index is defined as the normalized standard deviation͒ over three regions of interests ͑ROI͒ of phantom 3 as shown in Fig.  1͑c͒ . The first ROI is the inside circle marked as "R1" and the true attenuation coefficient is 0.035/cm. The second ROI is the inside circle marked as "R2" and its true value is zero. The third ROI is the three small circles marked as "R3" and their attenuation coefficient is 0.07/cm. They were chosen to avoid partial volume effects at the edges. Mean value estimation and calculation of normalized standard deviations over these ROIs were performed with different noise levels: very low-count, relatively low-count, relatively high-count measurements. Mean values and normalized standard deviations were calculated and averaged over 100 different noise realizations.
Relatively high-count measurements "I 0 = 200…
With high-count measurements, the estimations for all three ROIs were very good. All four algorithms showed very similar performance in terms of mean estimation and normalized standard deviations ͑Fig. 10͒. 
Relatively low-count measurements "I 0 =30…
With relatively low-count measurements, all four algorithms made good estimations for ROI 1. At the earlier iterations, the noise in the reconstruction by TEMF was less than the noise in the reconstructions by the convex or gradient methods. However, they reached the same level of noise at later iterations. The logMLEM algorithm produced the least noise over all iterations; however, estimation of the attenuation coefficient of ROI 2 by the logMLEM method was the least accurate. Conceivably, these erroneous estimations could have produced less noise. Over ROI 3, TEMF slightly overestimated the mean values, whereas convex, gradient, and logMLEM slightly underestimated them ͑Fig. 11͒.
Very low-count measurements "I 0 =12…
For very low-count measurements ͑I 0 =12͒, all four algorithms underestimated the attenuation coefficient for ROI 1 and overestimated it for ROI 2. The logMLEM algorithm yielded the worst estimations for the mean values of ROI 2 and ROI 3. The normalized standard deviations as a noise index show that convex and gradient algorithms followed almost the same pattern. TEMF produced a low noise index at early iterations, which then approached the noise values produced by the convex and gradient algorithms at later iterations. The logMLEM gave a lower noise index over all iterations; however, this does not mean that logMLEM performs better than others since logMLEM made the worst estimation for the mean values of ROI 2 and ROI 3. This bad estimation of logMLEM with low-count measurements was also revealed in the reconstructed images in Fig. 8 . For ROI 3, logMLEM underestimated the mean value, while the others made a good estimation ͑Fig. 12͒.
D. Effects on SPECT emission reconstruction: NCAT phantom
A NCAT phantom was used to generate both transmission and attenuated emission data to study the effect that the different algorithms might have on the resultant SPECT emission reconstruction. The NCAT phantom is shown in Fig. 13 . The transmission and emission data were generated in a 256-bin detector based on a 256ϫ 256 NCAT phantom and then rebinned into a 64-bin detector in order to introduce a modeling error in our simulation studies. The reconstruction was performed on a 64ϫ 64 image. The reconstructed attenuation maps and emission activity maps are presented in Fig. 13 . The results indicate that there are some differences between the reconstructed attenuation maps, but these differences had very little effect when they were applied to noisy emission data.
IV. APPLICATION TO REAL TRANSMISSION DATA
An x-ray torso phantom ͓see Fig. 14͑a͔͒ was used in a transmission scan on a Philip's IRIX SPECT system ͑Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH͒ at the University of Utah Hospital. A 60 Ci Ba-133 point source was used as the transmission source. It was located perpendicular to the center of the detector and 98 cm away. The distance from the Ba-133 point source to the center-of-rotation was 74.5 cm. The detector rotated 360°with 120 stops. Due to the weak source strength, the count rate was only 0.4 kcounts/s. The acquisition time was 10 s/view. The attenuation maps were reconstructed using four different methods ͑Fig. 14͒. TEMF produced as good an attenuation map in this physical phantom experiment as the other methods.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new, simple iterative reconstruction algorithm ͑TEMF͒ for transmission tomography and compared this algorithm with several other methods. Using computer simulation studies with different noise levels and different phantoms, we showed that TEMF is as good as other algorithms, performs better in some cases, and handles the statistical noise well. Each algorithm seems to have its own advantage over others depending on situations such as the type of objects to be reconstructed and the level of photon counts. The logMLEM algorithm showed good performance in terms of separation of two adjacent discs when the transmission data contained high-count or noiseless measurements. However, it produced biased estimations when data contained very low photon counts. TEMF showed good performance with both high-count and low-count measurements, while the convex and gradient methods produced some artifacts with high-count measurements and needed a lot more iterations to resolve them. Another advantage of TEMF is its simplicity of implementation. TEMF is more efficient than the other three algorithms considered in this paper. The processing time for one update in TEMF was 117.1 ms ͑Pentium 4 CPU 3.40 GHz͒, which is almost half that for the convex and gradient algorithms, which were 212.8 and 212.6 ms, respectively. The logMLEM method required 117.4 ms. TEMF also always guarantees non-negative solutions and takes care of Poisson statistics through weights in the objective function as described in the Sec. II. More studies are needed to decide the optimal parameters ͑␣ and ⑀͒ in TEMF. These parameters have been introduced in order to make sure that the algorithm converges and to prevent the occurrence of zero in the denominator. In many cases, ␣ of 0.5 and ⑀ of 2 worked well; in some cases, a larger ⑀ produced a better attenuation map. The convergence of the algorithm also needs further investigation. 
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